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4 of 4 review helpful Excellent Cards By Arcturus70 With over 10 reviews at this writing I am not sure that I can add 
anything more earthshaking or insightful to what has been said It was interesting to read the reviews that spoke of the 
reviewers personal uses for the cards So I will just speak to my own feelings about the product this box of Zen cards I 
enjoy it Being curious to learn more about Zen and Zen theme Zen has become one of the most fascinating topics in 
our modern day world its wisdom and simplicity have captured the interest of people of all ages The 44 beautifully 
illustrated Zen cards in this box will bring you joy inspiration and a new level of awareness You can use these cards to 
answer a question get a new perspective on a troubling situation or forecast your future About the Author Daniel B 
Levin enterprising entrepreneur is the business development manager who heads up the gift products division at Hay 
House Inc He has been in spiritual practice for 25 years Daniel is also the founder and owner of ZENSei Inc a c 
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